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A mathematical model to simulate the generation of mechanical stress during the discharge process in a dual porous insertion
electrode cell sandwich comprised of lithium cobalt oxide and carbon is presented. The model attributes stress buildup within
intercalation electrodes to two different aspects: changes in the lattice volume due to intercalation and phase transformation during
the charge/discharge process. The model is used to predict the influence of cell design parameters such as thickness, porosity, and
particle size of the electrodes on the magnitude of stress generation. The model developed in this study can be used to understand
the mechanical degradation in a porous electrode during an intercalation/deintercalation process, and the use of this model results
in an improved design for battery electrodes that are mechanically durable over an extended period of operation.
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Lithium ion based rechargeable batteries LIBs have become
one of the most desirable power sources for many portable con-
sumer applications. LIB has also been tapped as a potential candi-
date for high power applications such as electric and hybrid electric
vehicles.1 In recent years many improvements have been made to
increase the performance and life of the battery. Many potential
concerns such as thermal abuse,2 lithium deposition,3 porosity
change, film formation, and other side reactions4-6 have been iden-
tified, and studies have been conducted to understand the resultant
capacity loss. Stress generation due to the intercalation process has
been shown to produce cracks or fractures in the material7,8 which
can lead to failure of the battery. Out of the possible factors that
reduce the performance and durability of the battery, mechanical
stress arising in the battery electrodes is the least studied. Kostecki
and McLarnon conducted a microprobe study on graphite electrode
and found that an increase in the structural degradation of a graphite
electrode caused an increase in the amount of side reaction products
formed,9 hence indicating a possible correlation between both these
modes of failure. It is imperative to understand the various failure
modes and their individual and mutual roles in reducing the life of
the battery. To achieve this goal, a systematic approach is necessary
to correlate the various processes that occur during the operation of
the battery with its performance. One such approach is to simulate
the behavior of the battery using a comprehensive mathematical
model that includes the various failure modes.
Mathematical models that include the generation of stress during
intercalation and de-intercalation processes have been used previ-
ously to study lithium manganese oxide10,11 and carbon electrodes12
by Christensen and Newman under galvanostatic conditions. Zhang
et al.13 included stress generation in single electrode particles under
potentiodynamic conditions. Recently Cheng and Verbrugge14 pre-
sented an analytical solution for stress generation in a spherical par-
ticle under galvanostatic and potentiostatic conditions. However,
these models are developed for a single electrode particle and do not
consider the porous nature of the electrode. Some of these
studies11-14 have not considered the stress arising due to the phase
transformation in their models.
To the authors’ knowledge, the only theoretical work that con-
sidered stress generation in the porous intercalation electrode was
presented by Garcia et al.,15 which considered a two-dimensional
2D model geometry with spherical particles distributed within the
electrode, to predict the performance of the battery and stress distri-
bution. The importance of this work is that the framework used in
the study can be employed to simulate the performance of battery
electrodes with complex microstructures, i.e., electrodes with severe
particle aggregations and multiple particle sizes and shapes. This
approach is better suited for qualitative understanding of the
structure-mechanical stability-performance relationships in a battery
electrode. But extension of this model as a predictive tool to quan-
titatively estimate life and capacity of the battery during charge/
discharge cycles becomes computationally intensive because the
model equations need to be solved simultaneously in two spatial
directions, and there is an additional cost involved in creating a
digital facsimile of the electrode microstructure.
In the present work we take advantage of the porous electrode
theory along with the pseudo-2D approach16,17 to model the battery
electrodes, which enables us to maintain the necessary rigor required
for making accurate predictions and at the same time reduce the
computational cost considerably. This work also includes the non-
linearity associated with the electrolyte phase and the phase trans-
formations taking place in the solid phase which have not been
considered in Ref. 15. The objective of our study is to use a com-
prehensive mathematical model to i develop a correlation between
the mechanical properties and performance of the porous battery
electrodes and ii understand the importance of the structural and
mechanical properties of the electrodes in determining the durability
of the battery electrodes for a given set of operating conditions. To
accomplish these goals, a pseudo-2D model is developed which
takes into account i diffusion into the intercalation electrode par-
ticles solid phase, ii stress generation due to intercalation and
phase transformation processes in the electrode particles, iii diffu-
sion and migration in the electrolyte solution phase, and iv elec-
trochemical reaction at the solid/solution interface.
Model Development
The schematic of the lithium ion battery system considered in
this study is shown in Fig. 1. The battery consists of two porous
intercalation electrodes: a positive electrode LixCoO2 and a nega-
tive electrode carbon with a porous separator between them and a
liquid electrolyte throughout. The particles that make up the inter-
calation electrodes are assumed to be spherical. During the dis-
charge process the lithium ion deintercalates from the negative
electrode particles, diffuses and migrates through the electrolyte,
and intercalates into the positive electrode particles. These processes
are described with the help of a porous electrode model.18 Many
authors have successfully used the porous electrode theory in the
past to model the lithium ion battery,3-6,16-19 wherein detailed dis-
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cussions of the model and the governing equations are available.
Hence only a summary of the equations is presented here.
The set of governing equations for the model system can be
conveniently divided into four sections. In the first section the gov-
erning equations for mass transport in the solution phase, charge
transport of lithium in the solid and solution phases of the porous
electrode, and the kinetic expressions are summarized. In the second
section the governing equations for the diffusion process inside the
intercalation electrode particles are described. In the subsequent sec-
tion the diffusion equations are modified to account for the phase
transformation taking place in the electrode. In the final section, the
governing equations describing the generation of mechanical stress
in the intercalation particles are presented.
Porous electrode model.— The model equations to describe the
solid and solution phase potentials, respectively, are
eff  1 − J = 0 1
eff  2 +  D  ln C2 + J = 0 2
where eff and eff are solid and solution phase effective conductivi-
ties, respectively, and D is the diffusional conductivity. The solu-
tion phase concentration is described by the following equation
 2C2
 t
=  D2
eff  C2 +
1 − t+
F
J 3
where D2
eff is the effective diffusion coefficient in the solution phase
of the porous electrode. The effective properties used in the above
equations are discussed in detail elsewhere.19 A list of expressions
used in this study is presented in the Appendix.
The electrochemical reaction at the surface of the electrode par-
ticles is described using a Butler–Volmer type kinetic expression
which is written as
Ji = aii0,iexpaFRT i − exp− cFRT i i = p, n 4
where i0,i is the exchange current density for region i and is given by
the following expression
i0,i = kiC2aC1,i
s cC1,i
max
− C1,i
s a i = p, n 5
The overpotential for the electrochemical reaction is expressed as
i = 1 − 2 − Ui
ref i = p, n 6
where Ui
ref is the open-circuit potential of the intercalation electrode
in region i, which is a function of the state of charge SOC or
concentration at the particle surface.
Diffusion inside the solid phase.— The intercalation material is
assumed to be a binary solution as treated by Christensen and
Newman,12 then the flux of lithium with composition gradient and
pressure as driving forces within the particle can be described by
using the generalized Maxwell–Stefan equation20
N1,i = − D1,i  r C1,i + C1,iRT V¯ 1,i − Mii   r Pi i = p, n
7
The thermodynamic pressure term P in Eq. 7 can be replaced by
the hydrostatic stress h. The resulting equation is given by21
N1,i = − D1,i  r C1,i + C1,iRT V¯ 1,i − Mii   r h,i i = p, n
8
and the governing equation for diffusion in the particle is modified
as follows
 C1,i
 t
=
1
r2

 r
	D1,ir2 C1,i r + C1,iRT V¯ 1,i − Mii r2 h,i r 

i = p, n 9
Equation 9 has been derived from the generalized Maxwell–Stefan
equation based on the assumptions that the particle is isothermal and
that lithium and the host form an ideal binary mixture.
This equation is a valid representation of the scenario wherein
diffusion takes place in a material comprised of a single homoge-
neous phase. Most of the intercalation electrode materials, such as
LixCoO2 and carbon, are comprised of two or more coexisting
phases during certain stages of the intercalation process.22,23 Diffu-
sion occurs at different rates in all these phases, and there is a sharp
difference in composition at the phase interface. In addition to this
fact, the phases can have different structural and mechanical prop-
erties leading to a discontinuity in the driving force due to the hy-
drostatic stress pressure at the phase interface. To properly account
for the phase transformation process and diffusion within each of the
phases, it is necessary to know the criteria for the initiation of the
different phases and to track the movement of the phase interface in
the material. To achieve this goal, the moving boundary approach
presented by Zhang and White24 is used.
Moving boundary model.— The framework presented in Ref. 24
to account for diffusion in the coexisting phases in the electrode
particle is revisited and modified to include the effect of stress on
the diffusion process. During the intercalation/deintercalation pro-
cess of lithium into the electrode, a series of phase transformations
takes place which is commonly referred to as staging phenomena.
For certain ranges of composition, two of the transforming phases
coexist in the material. For example, in LixCoO2, when the lithium
concentration x in LixCoO2 is between 0.75 and 0.97, two phases
coexist.
In this study the coexisting phases in the electrodes are consid-
ered to be in equilibrium with each other, and the phases are referred
to as  and , respectively. The  phase refers to the lithium defi-
cient phase and the  phase refers to the lithium rich phase in the
electrode. Diffusion of lithium occurs in both of phases and diffu-
sion inside the two phases is described using two separate governing
equations. Diffusion equations including the effect of stress for each
of the two phases  and  are, respectively, given by
 C1,i

 t
=
1
r2

 r
	D1,i r2 C1,i r + C1,iRT V¯ 1,i − Mii r2 h,i r 

i = p, n 10
Figure 1. Color online Schematic of a lithium ion cell sandwich consisting
of porous positive and negative electrodes and a porous separator.
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 C1,i

 t
=
1
r2

 r
	D1,i r2 C1,i r + C1,iRT V¯ 1,i − Mii r2 h,i r 

i = p, n 11
where C1,i
 and C1,i
 are the concentrations of lithium in  and 
phases of the electrode, respectively, and V¯ 1,i
j is the partial molar
volume of phase j in the electrodes. The movement of the phase
boundary is assumed to be controlled by the diffusion process in the
adjacent phases, and the governing equation used to track the posi-
tion of the interface, i.e., the velocity of the phase boundary move-
ment, is given by a jump material balance20 at the interface as fol-
lows
Ceq,i

− Ceq,i
 
dri
dt
= D1,i
  C1,i

 r
− D1,i
  C1,i

 r
i = p, n 12
where Ceq,i
 and Ceq,i
 are the maximum soluble concentrations of
lithium in  and  phases of the electrode, respectively.
The electrochemical reaction occurs at the particle/electrolyte in-
terface and lithium diffuses through the phase present near the sur-
face the  phase is formed at the surface during intercalation and
the  phase is formed at the surface during deintercalation. The
lithium flux at the particle surface is given by
− D1,ij  C1,ij r r=Ri =
Ji
aiF
, i = p, n ; j = / 13
Equations10-13 form the set of equations to describe diffusion in-
side the electrode particles during phase transformation. Equations
10 and 11 are used to describe the diffusion process in  and 
phases, respectively, during a single phase regime, along with the
appropriate boundary condition described in Eq. 13.
The hydrostatic stress h mentioned in the diffusion equations as
one of the driving forces see Eq. 9-11 is the average of the three
principal components of the stress tensor and for a spherical particle,
it can be expressed as shown below21
h =
r + 2t
3
14
where r and t are the radial and tangential components of the
stress tensor, respectively. Governing equations describing these
stress components in the electrode are described in the following
section.
Mechanical stress.— To quantify the stress generated in the elec-
trode, the elastic deformation of the material must be related to the
intercalation process. The stress arising due to the diffusion process
is modeled using an approach similar to that used to account for
thermally induced stress in a material.21 A similar methodology has
been used in the past while estimating stress in the intercalation
electrode materials.12,14,15 To formulate the equations describing
stress distribution in the intercalation particles, the following as-
sumptions are made: i mechanical properties are assumed to be
constant within each phase of the intercalation material, ii the ma-
terial is assumed to be completely elastic until failure, and iii me-
chanical equilibrium is assumed to exist within the material. The
equation of momentum describing the motion of each point inside
the spherical particle, which is in mechanical equilibrium, is written
in terms of the principal components of the stress tensor as follows21
 r,i
j
 r
+
2
r
r,i − t,i = 0, i = p, n ; j = ,  15
where r,i and t,i are the radial and tangential components of the
stress tensor in region i and these can be expressed in terms of the
radial displacement ui in region i and mechanical properties for
materials as follows21
r,i
j
=
Ei
j
1 + 	i
j1 − 2	i
j
1 − 	ij ui r + 2	ijuir
− 1 + 	i
j
i
jC1,i
j , i = p, n ; j = ,  16
t,i
j
=
Ei
j
1 + 	i
j1 − 2	i
j
	ij uij r + uijr − 1 + 	ij
ijC1,ij ,
i = p, n ; j = ,  17
where Ei
j is Young’s modulus of elasticity for the material in phase j
and region i, 	i
j is Poisson’s ratio, and 
i
j is the expansion coefficient
due to intercalation which is equivalent to V¯ i
j/3, where V¯ i
j is the
partial molar volume of phase j in region i.
Equations 10-13 and 15 form the set of governing equations
describing diffusion and stress generation in the solid phase of each
of the electrodes. These equations are coupled with the governing
equations for solid and solution phase potentials Eq. 1 and 2 and
solution phase concentration Eq. 3. The numerical solution proce-
dure is described in detail in the following section.
Solution Procedure
The numerical simulations were carried out using COMSOL
Multiphysics,25 a simulation package that uses the finite element
method to discretize the governing equations.
Discretization scheme.— Each model region positive electrode,
separator, and negative electrode is discretized along the x coordi-
nate. Solution phase potential 2 and solution phase concentration
C2 are the variables solved for in all three regions, and solid phase
potential 1 is solved in positive and negative electrodes only. To
evaluate the kinetic expression in the electrodes, the concentration
of lithium is required at the local particle/electrolyte interface
throughout the length of the positive and negative electrodes. To
accomplish this goal and to estimate the stresses inside the particles,
Eq. 11-14 and 16 is solved in the spatial r direction at each node
point along the x coordinate in the electrodes. The radial coordinate
r is scaled using the following expression to avoid any convergence
issues arising due to the difference in the length scales between the
macroscopic length of the electrode x coordinate and the radius of
the particles r coordinate19
y =
rLi
R1,i
; i = p, n 18
Moving mesh within the electrode.— Due to the phase boundary
movement in the positive electrode, the mesh points are not fixed.
Studies in the past have made use of different numerical methods to
handle the moving boundaries. Some of these include fixed mesh/
grid methods using implicit or explicit finite difference approxima-
tions, moving mesh methods using either variable time step or vari-
able space intervals and coordinate transformations. A detailed
review of these schemes can be found elsewhere.26 In this study the
moving mesh method available in COMSOL Multiphysics simula-
tion package is used for framing the set of moving boundary equa-
tions in the positive electrode. This scheme makes use of the Arbi-
trary Lagrangian–Eulerian ALE formulation which makes it
possible to solve the diffusion and stress equations and the moving
boundary equation simultaneously.
Coupled model.— The concentration and stress equations in both
positive and negative electrodes are highly coupled with the porous
electrode equations. All of these equations are solved simulta-
neously. At any given time, the set of variables solved for are 1,
2, C2, C1,n, n, C1,p
 /C1,p

, and p
/p
 or 1, 2, C2, C1,n, n, C1,p

,
C1,p

, p

, and p
 based on whether a single or two phase exists in
the positive electrode, respectively.
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Parameters.— The list of design and other parameters used in
the simulations is provided in Table I. The open-circuit potential
data for LixCoO2 and carbon were obtained from the experimental
work conducted by Kumaresan et al.27 Poisson’s ratio for LixCoO2
was calculated from the change in the lattice parameters reported in
Ref. 28. Young’s modulus E for LiCoO2 is not available in the
literature and hence we chose to use the value of E of lithium alu-
minum silicate, which has a similar lattice structure, trigonal with
the R3¯m space group. The partial molar volume of LixCoO2 was
calculated from the change in lattice volume with change in lithium
concentration, as reported by Reimers and Dahn.28 All the mechani-
cal properties of carbon electrode used were obtained from Ref. 12.
Results and Discussion
The simulation results for the positive electrode are presented
and discussed first, and the results for the negative electrode are
discussed in a subsequent section.
Positive electrode LiCoO2.— For illustration purposes, the re-
sults described in the following sections consider the phase changes
within the cathode only. The stresses in the LiCoO2 electrode result
from two processes. The intercalation or de-intercalation process
leads to a change in lattice volume of the crystal in the single phase
region, leading to stress. This stress is referred to as intercalation
induced stress or intercalation stress. Another origin of the stress in
Table I. List of parameter values used in the model.
Parameters Value Reference
Electrode parameters
LiCoO2 LiC6
 phase  phase
C1
max mol/cm3 49,943  10−6 49,943  10−6 31,858  10−6 27
D1 cm2/s 1  10−9 2  10−10 a 1.4523  10−9 exp68,025.7R  1318 − 1T 24
E GPa 70 70 15c b
V¯  = V¯ /M / 0.985 0.9999 1.103c 28
	 0.2 0.16 0.3c 28
M g/mol 97.8 78.64 31
 g/cm3 5.03 2.2 6
 S/cm 0.1 1 27
Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters
 0.5 0.5 27
k A/cm2/mol/cm31.5 0.127 0.243 0.101 a
Design adjustable, solution phase, and other parameters
LiCoO2 Separator LiC6
R1 m 8.5 — 12.5 27
1 0.55 — 0.5052 27
2 0.3 0.45 0.4382 27
L m 70 25 73.5 27
Brug 1.5 1.5 1.5 a
t+ 0.363 24
C2
0 mol/cm3 1000  10−6 27
D2 cm2/s See Eq. A-7 24
 See Eq. A-3 24
F As/mol 96,487 31
T K 298 d
R J/mol K 8.314 31
a Values fit to experimental data.
b Assumed.
c Reference 12.
d Operating condition.
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the electrode particle is the phase transformation occurring over a
range of lithium concentrations 0.75–0.97. This stress is referred to
as phase transformation induced stress or phase transformation
stress. Both these stresses are the functions of SOC. Here the SOC
in the electrode particle  is defined as the ratio of average concen-
tration of lithium in the particle to the maximum possible concen-
tration of lithium in the particle
 =
C¯ 1,i
C1,i
max , i = p 19
Figure 2 shows the average local SOC  of the particles along
the thickness in the electrode as a function of  for a discharge rate
of C/2. Here  is expressed as the SOC of the positive electrode
normalized to the maximum SOC of the positive electrode at the end
of a low rate discharge C/33
 = 
i

m

i
max
C/33
i = p m = given rate of discharge 20
To understand the diffusion and phase transformation processes oc-
curring in the electrode and to correlate the stresses arising in the
electrode to the individual process, the plots in Fig. 2 are conve-
niently divided into three groups based on the value of . In the first
regime   80% all the particles across the electrode are com-
prised of single  phase. In this regime the  increases uniformly
across the thickness of the electrode here the dimensionless x co-
ordinate equals 0 represents the current collector and 1 denotes the
separator with a corresponding increase in  as a result of diffusion
of lithium into the particles.
When  = 80%, the surface concentration of lithium in the par-
ticles close to the separator x = 1 reaches the equilibrium concen-
tration Ceq
 , and the phase transformation is initiated in those par-
ticles. In the regime when 80%    85%, there is a mixture of
single and two phase particles in the electrode, particles that are
close to the separator have two phases , and the rest of the
particles have a single phase . The second phase formed  has
a higher soluble concentration Ceq

= 0.97; therefore the average
SOC  increases rapidly in the particles that have undergone phase
transformation compared to particles having only  phase. With a
further increase in    85%, the phase transformation front
moves back into the electrode toward the current collector. In this
regime all the particles have two phases, and the value of  depends
on the extent of phase transformation in the particle.
In the first regime   80%, when the whole electrode is com-
prised of a single phase, the particles experience only intercalation
induced stress. Figure 3 shows the magnitude of the intercalation
stress at the surface of the particle as a function of  for a discharge
rate of C/2. From Fig. 2 and 3 it can be observed that stress in the
single phase regime increases monotonously with an increase in  of
the particles in the electrode. The simulation results indicate Fig. 3
that the magnitude of the intercalation stress in the single phase
regime is larger in the particles close to the separator end than the
particles elsewhere in the electrode. This is expected because the 
is higher in the particles close to the separator during the discharge
process. As the reaction zone moves gradually into the electrode
toward the current collector,  and stress in the particles in those
regions start to increase. From Fig. 3 the magnitude of the stress is
maximum at  = 80% in the particle close to the separator. At this
point the phase transformation starts and the stress starts to decrease
in those particles.
In the mixed regime when 80%    85%, particles that have
undergone phase transformation experience both intercalation and
phase transformation stresses, while the rest of the particles still
experience only intercalation stress. In the third regime   85%,
all the particles experience both the stresses. Figure 4a and b depicts
the differential stresses at the phase interface in the particles along
the thickness of the electrode as a function of  both for regimes 2
and 3 for discharge rates of C/2 and C/33, respectively. In the
region of the electrode where the phase transformation has not been
initiated for regime 2, the differential stress actually refers to the
single phase  intercalation stress.
In the particles with two phases, both phases have different val-
ues of the partial molar volume,28 and they experience different
extents of expansion/contraction during the intercalation of lithium.
Lithium deficient core  phase has a larger partial molar volume
than the lithium rich shell region  phase of the particle. Therefore
as the second phase  starts to form during the discharge process,
the magnitude of stress starts to decrease. This trend is true for
materials such as LixCoO2 whose lithium rich phase has a lower
partial molar volume. The trend reverses for materials that expand
upon lithium intercalation and whose  phase has a higher partial
molar volume than  phase.
In addition to the different values of partial molar volume, both
phases have different lattice parameters and hence different me-
chanical properties i.e., Poisson’s ratio. The abrupt change in the
lattice parameters at the phase boundary leads to a differential strain
misfit strain at the interface. To maintain a coherent interface, the
Figure 2. Color online Average SOC of the particles across the thickness
of the positive electrode C/2.
Figure 3. Color online Intercalation stresses at the surface of the particles
across the thickness of the positive electrode during discharge C/2.
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misfit strain has to generate a differential stress across the interface.
The spherical symmetry of the particle forces the strain and also
stress in the radial direction to be a continuous function across the
phase boundary. The misfit strain is experienced in the tangential
direction, giving rise to a differential stress tangential component
at the phase boundary inside the particle. The distribution of this
stress across the electrode closely follows the phase transformation
in the individual particles.
Figure 5a and b depicts the extent of the phase transformation as
a function of  in the particles across the thickness of the positive
electrode for discharge rates of C/2 and C/33, respectively. The
phase transformation is initiated at the separator end of the electrode
and propagates across the electrode toward the current collector.
From these results Fig. 2-5 it can be summarized that the evolution
of stress in the particles along the thickness of the electrode at any
given time during discharge depends both on the extent of interca-
lation and phase transformation in the individual particles at that
time.
The intercalation induced stress increases with an increase in the
rate of discharge process. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which is a plot
of the maximum value of stress generated in the particles during the
discharge process as a function of the rate of discharge. In the simu-
lations considered in this study, the maximum values of stress ob-
tained in all these simulation scenarios are at the particle close to the
separator toward the end of the single phase regime regime 1. The
phase transformation stress does not seem to have a direct depen-
dency on the rate of discharge, but depends on the extent of phase
transformation. The maximum differential strain expressed as the
percent change in tangential strain at the phase boundary, which is
plotted as a function of the rate of discharge see Fig. 6, increases
with an increase in the rate of discharge until a certain rate C/2 in
this study, and then starts to decrease with an increase in the rate of
discharge. The differential strain is proportional to the relative dis-
placement of the two phases at the phase boundary, which in turn
depends on the concentration of the two phases present within the
particle. When the amount of the  phase increases, the  phase in
the core does not have to contract much at the interface to accom-
modate the  phase.10 At low rates of discharge the extent of phase
transformation is higher and therefore the strain experienced at the
Figure 4. Color online a The differential stress between two phases in-
side the particles along the thickness of the positive electrode during dis-
charge C/2. b The differential stress between two phases inside the par-
ticles along the thickness of the positive electrode during discharge C/33.
Figure 5. Color online a Position of the phase interface inside the par-
ticles along the thickness of the positive electrode during discharge C/2 and
b position of the phase interface inside the particles along the thickness of
the positive electrode during discharge C/33.
Figure 6. Color online Effect of discharge rate on left axis maximum
intercalation stress in the positive electrode and right axis maximum dif-
ferential strain at the phase interface.
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interface is less. At very high rates of discharge, the amount of phase
transformation is not significant enough to cause a relative displace-
ment at the interface. These two counteracting effects lead to the
pattern observed in Fig. 6 for maximum differential strain obtained
at various rates of discharge.
The magnitudes of intercalation stresses observed in the positive
electrode for all cases shown in Fig. 2 and 4 are less than the yield
stress of the material which is assumed to be the yield strength of
lithium aluminum silicate 100 MPa. Hence, a fracture or crack
in the material due to this stress is not predicted. The intercalation
stress, being a function of lithium concentration, is reversible during
cycling; hence the effects of residual stress or fatigue would be
insignificant in the material investigated. The phase transformation
induced strain at the interface depends on the extent of the transfor-
mation. Cycling of the cell may lead to different extents of phase
transformation within the electrode at each charge/discharge cycle.
The fluctuation in the extent of phase transformation leads to the
buildup of residual strain in the particles over an extended period of
cycling, and the buildup of residual strain in the material may lead
to the loss in performance, unless the strain is relieved by mecha-
nisms such as incoherent phase transformation or fracture.29 In most
ceramic materials such as LiCoO2, the critical strain needed to cause
fracture is typically in the order of 1%.30 Hence an electrode having
particles of size similar to the one used in this study can experience
severe damage when cycled at intermediate rates i.e., C/2 or 1C
over an extended period of time such as those observed in the study
reported in Ref. 8. The actual life of the electrode depends on the
operating conditions such as temperature, depth of discharge, size of
the particles, and other design parameters. Prediction of cell perfor-
mance during cycling is the subject of a different study.
Negative electrode (carbon).— Figure 7 depicts the stress distri-
bution at the local particle surface across the thickness of the nega-
tive electrode at the end of the discharge for various discharge rates.
The magnitude of stress is relatively higher in the particles closer to
the separator x = 0 than in the particles near the current collector
x = 1. The magnitude of stress within the electrode increases with
rates of discharge. At lower rates, the utilization of particles is more
or less uniform across the electrode thickness, therefore leading to a
relatively uniform stress distribution across the thickness than at
higher rates such as 6C. The simulated results also predict that at the
6C rate of discharge, the particles closer to the separator experience
stress values higher than the tensile yield strength of carbon 30
MPa. Therefore these particles have a higher tendency to develop
microcracks or fracture. The choice of design parameters such as
thickness, porosity, and particle size affects the magnitude of stress
and hence the life of the negative electrode. In this study the simu-
lations were performed by varying the thickness, porosity, and par-
ticle size of the negative electrode, while holding constant the ca-
pacity ratio of the positive/negative electrode 0.925.
The impact of thickness of the negative electrode on the magni-
tude of stress generated in the electrode is illustrated in Fig. 8. All
the other parameters and design variables are the same as in the base
case see Table I, except for positive and negative electrode thick-
nesses. To maintain the positive/negative electrode capacity ratio,
with a change in the negative electrode thickness, a corresponding
change is made to the positive electrode thickness. Four different
negative electrode thicknesses are considered including the base
case parameter, and these case scenarios will be referred to as cases
8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d, respectively, in the order of increasing thickness.
The rate of discharge is 6C. Here the “C rate” refers to the ratio of
apparent current density and the capacity of the electrode. With an
increase in the thickness of the electrode, there is a corresponding
increase in the capacity of the electrode and hence at any particular
rate, the apparent current density is also increased.
The general trend found in the base case scenario Fig. 7 for the
stress distribution across the thickness is also found for all the other
cases. In all the cases considered in this study, the magnitude of
stress is higher at the separator end of the negative electrode and
decreases toward the current collector. As the thickness of the elec-
trode is increased, the stress is increased as well. This is because of
the fact that as the thickness of the electrode is increased, the cell
capacity and hence the apparent current density or reaction rate
experienced by the particles is increased. Beyond a certain thick-
ness value, for instance, case 7d in this study, the particles toward
the current collector experience much less current density than the
average electrode due to the liquid phase limitations in the electrode.
Therefore the stress decreases rapidly across the thickness, and the
magnitude of stress obtained near the current collector for case 8d is
less than the stress obtained for case 8c comparatively thinner elec-
trode.
From these results Fig. 8 it can be concluded that for a given
rate of discharge, a thicker electrode not only reduces the perfor-
mance of the battery operated at high rates of discharge but also
experiences increased stresses. An optimized electrode thickness to
obtain the desired power density improves both the performance and
life of the battery electrodes.
Figure 9 shows the effect of porosity in the negative electrode on
the generation of stress in the electrode. As in the previous simula-
tion, the positive/negative electrode capacity ratio is held constant in
this case as well. Three different negative electrode porosities in-
cluding the base case parameter are considered, and these case sce-
narios will be referred to as cases 9a, 9b, and 9c, respectively, in the
Figure 7. Color online Total stress at the surface of the particles along the
thickness of the anode for different rates of discharge.
Figure 8. Color online Total stress at the surface of the particles along the
thickness of the anode for various thickness values.
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order of increasing porosity. Figure 9 shows that as the porosity is
increased, the magnitude of stress decreases for a given rate of dis-
charge. With an increase in porosity in the electrode capacity, the
apparent current density experienced by the particles decreases and
thereby the magnitude of stress generated decreases. When the po-
rosity is decreased see case c in Fig. 9, stress distribution is rather
uniform throughout the thickness of the electrode. This is contrary to
the scenario of an increase in thickness case d in Fig. 8 wherein the
stress in the particles close to the separator was more pronounced
than the stress in the particles elsewhere in the electrode. From Fig.
9 it can be concluded that a decrease in porosity of the electrode is
more detrimental to the mechanical life of the electrode than in-
creasing the thickness of the electrode. These results not only high-
light the importance of choosing optimum design porosity but also
indicate that the mechanical stress in the negative electrode can
increase if there is a significant decrease in the porosity during the
operation of the battery assuming identical physical properties for
the side reaction products blocking the pores. It has been widely
accepted in the literature4-6 that the porosity in fact decreases in the
negative electrode during the operation of the battery due to various
side reaction products. This decrease in porosity in the electrode
decreases both the performance and more significantly the mechani-
cal life of the electrode. It has been reported in the study by Ko-
stecki and McLarnon that structural damage increases the amount of
side reaction product.9 These results and the results predicted in the
present study underscore the importance of mutual effects of these
two failure modes, each enhancing the other and leading to a vicious
cycle of damage and ultimate failure of the battery electrode.
The third scenario considered in this study was to understand the
effect of particle size on the magnitude of stress in the electrode.
Three different particle sizes are considered. Results for this set of
simulations are presented in Fig. 10. It can be observed that a de-
crease in particle size decreases the magnitude of stress significantly.
Very small particles have a larger surface area and a high side reac-
tion rate. This aspect is not considered in this study. Of all the design
parameters considered in this study, the particle size has the most
significant influence on the magnitude of overall stress generation in
the electrode. An electrode with smaller particles with optimum
thickness and porosity for the desired application not only enhance
the life of the battery but improve the performance of the battery.
Conclusions
A comprehensive model was developed to understand the stress
generation in porous intercalation electrodes during the discharge
process in a lithium ion cell. The process of phase transformation
and stress generated as a result of the process was considered for the
positive electrode lithium cobalt oxide. The intercalation stress in-
creased with the rate of discharge, and the phase transformation
stress depended on the amount of each phase present in the elec-
trode. The results from the simulation indicate that the particles that
are cycled over an extended period at intermediate or even low rates
of discharge can be damaged due to the residual strain buildup
caused by phase transformation in the material. The magnitude of
stress generated in the negative electrode carbon was much higher
compared to that of the positive electrode. The simulations con-
ducted in this study also indicated high probability of fracture or
mechanical damage in the particles close to the separator in the
negative electrode. Simulations were conducted with different thick-
nesses, porosities, and particle sizes in the negative electrode. The
overall magnitude of stress decreased during the discharge process
with a decrease in thickness, a decrease in particle size, and an
increase in porosity. The size of the particles in the electrode had a
higher impact in reducing the stress generation than the thickness
and the porosity in the simulations performed in this study. A com-
plete investigation of the phase changes within the negative elec-
trode should consider staging of the active material during the inter-
calation process,23,32 and the treatment of the stress buildup during
this complicated phenomenon is the subject of a separate study.
While the results presented here generally agree with experimental
observations, quantifying stress distribution within electrodes ex-
perimentally is an essential step toward designing better electrodes,
and significant efforts have gone toward such measurements.7-9,32-35
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List of Symbols
a specific interfacial area of the electrode, cm2/cm3
brug Bruggemann’s exponent factor
C1 concentration of lithium in the solid phase, mol/cm3
C2 concentration of lithium ion in the electrolyte, mol/cm3
C1,0 stress-free lithium concentration concentration at the fully
charged state in the solid phase, mol/cm3
C¯ 1 average concentration of lithium in particle, mol/cm3
Cmax maximum stoichiometric concentration of lithium at the particle
surface, mol/cm3
C1
S
concentration of lithium at the surface of the particle, mol/cm3
Deff effective diffusion coefficient of lithium in the particle including
the effect of stress, cm2/s
D1 diffusion coefficient of lithium in the solid phase, cm2/s
Figure 9. Color online Total stress at the surface of the particles along the
thickness of the anode for various porosity values.
Figure 10. Color online Total stress at the surface of the particles along the
thickness of the anode for various particle sizes.
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D2 diffusion coefficient of lithium in the solution phase, cm2/s
E Young’s modulus, N/cm2
F Faraday’s constant, 96,487, C/mol
io exchange current density for the electrochemical reaction, A/cm2
Iapp applied current, A
j rate of the electrochemical reaction at the particle surface,
mol/cm2 s
k reaction rate constant, A/cm2/mol/cm31.5
M molecular mass, g/mol
n normal component to the surface
r radial coordinate, C m
R gas constant, 8.314, J/mol K
Rp radius of the particle, C m
t+ transference number
t time, s
T temperature, K
u displacement vector, C m
Uref open-circuit potential, V
V cell potential, V
V¯ Li partial molar volume of lithium in the intercalation material,
cm3/mol
x spatial coordinate along the thickness of the cell, C m
y scaled radial coordinate, C m
Greek
i transfer coefficient of the electrochemical reaction in region i
 average SOC of the particle
1 volume fraction of the active material
2 porosity of the electrode
 overpotential driving the electrochemical reaction, V
 conductivity of solution phase, S/cm
D diffusional conductivity, S/cm
	 Poisson’s ratio
 density of the particle, g/cm3
 conductivity of solid phase, S/cm
h hydrostatic stress, N/cm2
r radial component of stress, N/cm2
t tangential component of stress, N/cm2
 SOC of positive electrode, %
1 solid phase potential, V
2 solution phase potential, V
Subscript
i region of the cell =n or p
m rate of discharge
n negative electrode
p positive electrode
r radial
s separator
t tangential
Superscript
app applied
eff effective
j phase in the material
max maximum
S surface of the particle
 alpha phase
 beta phase
Appendix
This appendix lists the solid phase and electrolyte properties used in the simulation.
The effective conductivities in S/cm of solid and solution phases, respectively, are
i
eff
= i1,i i = p,n A-1
eff = 2
brug A-2
where the solution phase conductivity in S/cm is given by27
 = C2− 10.5 + 0.074T − 6.96  10−5T2 + 668C2 − 17.8C2T + 0.028C2T2 + 4.94
 105C2
2
− 886C2
2T2 A-3
The diffusional conductivity is given by
D = −
2RTeff
F
 A-4
where the thermodynamic factor, which accounts for the nonideality of the electrolyte at
room temperature, is given by27
 = 1 − t+1 + d ln fd ln C2 = 1.639 − 0.655C20.5 + 43,082.9C21.5 A-5
The effective diffusion coefficient of the electrolyte in cm2/s is given by
D2
eff
= D22
brug A-6
where the diffusion coefficient is given by27
logD2 = − 4.43 −
54
T − 5  103C2 − 229
− 2.2  102C2 A-7
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